During my first longer term research in Africa, my Maka friends (SE Cameroon) taught me that *La sorcellerie de la maison* (they had appropriated the French term *sorcellerie* as an everyday term) was the most dangerous occult attack. In my 2013 book *Witchcraft, Intimacy and Trust – Africa in Comparison* I took this idea as a starting point for a global comparison indicating that the close link between ‘witchcraft’ and intimacy - the idea that the most dangerous occult attacks come from close by – recurs in different settings all over the world. However, this is only one side of the coin. ‘Witchcraft’ is supposed to provide at the same time openings to the outside world. It is this ambivalent position on the interface of the inside and the outside, thus having the potential to link the local to the global, that makes these ideas so relevant for understanding the present-day predicament of many migrants. Especially in African settings the idea of ‘the house’ seems to have a dazzling elasticity, making it capable of bridging even transcontinental distances. New means of communication help to make the threats of the ‘witchcraft of the house’ an everyday reality for migrants all over the world.

I hope to add a few remarks about our more recent research on African imaginaries linking Freemasonry and other secret associations of outside provenance to same-sex practices, and thus to ‘witchcraft’ and illicit enrichment. The association of ‘witchcraft’ and intimacy seems to suggest ever new variations!